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Introduction
To finalise the Invitational Master program at RMIT under Leon van Schaik, I present this catalogue and a light box 
table at the exhibition and public examination in Guildford Lane Gallery in Melbourne.  The light box table presents 
itself as a Design Armature in its own right.  The object contains work from the past two weeks exemplifying the 
discourse of this master substantiated by my body of work in the drawers of its base.  
 
About this research
This research called Design Armatures has attempted to understand the framework and the generative processes 
implicit to my practice by surveying its dynamics and renegotiating the role of site and program in the production 
of space.  
The Design Armature structures and guides not only a design discourse but also the design process to form or build 
up the framework for a design concept around the idea of continuity. 
The content and form of this Armature has changed over the past 10 years practicing, but it remains structured and 
supported by the same design principles enriched by maturing methods. 
Method 
The research was conducted through the analysis of the three tiers in my practice as an architect over the past 8 
years:
(1) I have practiced in 3 embedded practices (1999 – 2007)
  Architecture Project in Malta as a design architect
  T.R.Hamzah & Yeang, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia as director of design for Ken Yeang
  Llewellyn Davies Yeang, London, UK
(2)My own practice, Architecture Project London which I set up 2 years ago together with Ephraim Joris in partner-
ship with Architecture Project Malta. (2007 - current)
And (3) lecturing/tutoring at university. (2000 - current) 
The red thread through my practice is drawing.  The making of drawings, The act of drawing, The performance of 
the drawing and its relationship to design intend.  
More specifically, the role of drawings as a non representational tool in the design process.  Drawings are used as 
a tool for the generation of new or better understanding of the specifity of site and program of a project.  Drawing 
used as a tool for discovery.  
Some key principles arose out of this research relating to the design process which I will narrate in the following 
pages in relation to my embedded practices over the past years, my own practice of the past two years and the 
influence this research has on my teaching.
          Right; Cross Medial Extraction, Black and White Photograph, 1998
Altered frozen moments of the film The Kingdom, Lars Von Trier6
Introduction
The primary concern in this research and throughout my practice is the idea of continuity.
Conceptual Continuity and its relationship with form 
Conceptual Continuity negotiates a relationship between concept and form as a principle that dislocates 
form from its conventionally assumed association to function, meaning and aesthetics without denying 
the presence of these conditions.
Conceptual Continuity attempts to create a discourse in which form is evidently already present in its 
concept, establishing a direct connection between concept and form.
As part of the design discourse, Conceptual Continuity seeks the connection between architectonic 
components: Linearity and the in-betweenness.
The performative space between the scale of the interior and the architecture, between the furniture 
and the interior, between a function and its context.  
That performative space is explored through drawing.  Drawing is an action in the here and now.  A line 
is drawn, connecting A and B, a second line can only be drawn in relation to the first line and its context. 
New lines renegotiate and repositions a design intend.  Together they perform.  
Aesthetics and Intuition
Elegance and the arbitrary
Separating the aesthetic from the formal
 ‘It’s the way the hand draws’ Dr. Ken Yeang answered once when asked about the reasons behind the 
formal language.   
The process of the hand drawing investigating a concept closely links the formal with the conceptual, 
and every hand that draws, does it recognizably different.  
A sketch is intuitively constructed by drawing contours of surfaces and zones which are refined in a 
process of better understanding.  
The accumulation of decisions one makes on the basis of the affinity of line- and surface-proper-
ties (such as tension, angles, proximity, (dis)continuity, openness, reticence, fragility, boldness…) is a 
search for elegant coordination resulting in a drawing mannerism continuously updated. 
                             
Continuity Principle
Lower Right drawing; Pencil process drawings for the design of a residential master plan in Istanbul and 
Upper Right drawing; a mixed use master plan in Kazakhstan
As embedded practitioner at Llewellyn Davies Yeang ( 2005-2007)8
Continuity Principle
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Methodological Continuity
The methods by which Conceptual Continuity are negotiated are subject to the concept of abstraction 
and linkage; both drawing tools like the Process Drawing and Contexture stand at the basis of a design 
methodology in search of continuous architectural narratives sometimes gigantic, sometimes minute.
Continuity articulates the property of being uninterrupted. A continuous line can be drawn without hav-
ing to lift pencil from paper; all points are accurately defined devoid of  (physical or conceptual) discon-
nections.  The nature of the line changes continuously subject to impetus.  
Drawing as a method of abstraction 
The lines in the drawing are not yet referred to with a scale, function, measurement or purpose.  The 
lines do not form a plan as yet, nor an elevation.  The lines are a base layer of associative drawing. 
(I.e. Ecriture Automatique) 
The process drawings are used as a tool.   The non-representational drawings (not representing any-
thing as yet in plan or elevation) allow for a degree of abstraction while taking a distance from the 
familiar. 
The hand is allowed to take a lead.  Understanding through the hand.
The act of drawing as a performance combines reflective and irreflective processes...
As a multi layered drawing, the drawing holds process and includes discourse as interwoven commen-
tary towards a proposal.  The hand becomes a tool to get towards unfamiliar territory in close relation 
with contextual parameters. (For example client, site and program)
With the drawing process being allowed to perform between intuition and analysis through hand drawn 
site exploration , conceptual connections are traced on site and become physical while negotiating 
program.  
Continuity is literally drawn onto the site: Formal Continuity.
Right; Intermediate result of a process collage of Hong Kong Residential Tower (2003)
As embedded practitioner at T.R.Hamzah & Yeang ( 2002-2005)10
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Right; Dock one Entrance Building, 2007
 Initial Contexture Drawing, Pencil and marker on paper
Generative Processes: Understanding through drawing 
The relationship between concept and form changed throughout my different embedded practices 
through the use of tools by which continuity is generated : Contexture and Process drawings
The start of a design process is marked by an initial intuitive plan-drawing on the site and its context. 
This plan drawing explores notions of density, orientation, direction, context forces, gravity points, dis-
position, volume, composition etc.  Lines are drawn in layers; layers to be unraveled with meaning and 
purpose to be discovered.  
I name these initial drawings process drawings and contextures; an exploration of the context in an 
attempt to understand and nurture the generation of new context.
Contexture; Context and Texture
The word Contexture interrogates the intricate relationship between context and its interiorized graphi-
cal understanding as annotated texture.      
Texture defines itself as the visual and tactile quality of a surface.
Contexture explores the texture of a context; the visual and tactile quality of a context.
Contexture explores the layered identities of an urban fabric with its implicit history.
Transformations on a site happen through processes of exchange and consolidation, through additions 
and demolitions.
Annotated texture refers to the exploration of site-texture.  A site texture with an agenda, a program, 
a client and a conviction.  Drawing is a thinking tool
Context generating texture; accumulating significant information to be worked with to process form. 
Related to a process of Ecriture Automatique; the automated drawing operates as a tool to self-read 
design intentions. The drawing has to be drawn to discover ones own ideas. The white canvas does not 
exist; the mind exists within the drawing, even before the drawing is materialized. The process of trac-
ing lines on paper is a process of appearance and creation simultaneously. 
Process drawings
Intuitive conceptual hand drawings explore a given context graphically for the creation of another; a 
process of interiorizing, making it your own, understanding through the hand.
The hand is taking a lead and leads to many unpredictable beginnings. 
The automated drawing (through a process of Contexture) exists to find implicit qualities such as a 
rhythm of a site, to find tension and start a process of redirecting this tension. The drawing encap-
sulates the simultaneous act of analyzing and intervening of what is revealed. The act of observing 
through drawing thus holds the implicit act of design. 
The act of drawing as a performance combining reflective and irreflective processes; the intuitive use 
of recourses, the informed hand on the loose to produce the initial drawing; multi layered, total, un-
cluttered.  As a multi layered medium the drawing holds process and includes discourse as interwoven 
commentary towards a proposal.  Contexture is explored through process drawings.
Note; secondary concern in this research is the tools by which continuity is negotiated (i.e. Process Drawings)
12

The Cruise Terminal project and Allcom shop project are products of a persistence in conceptual devel-
opment strategized to deliberately stay away from formal strategies in an attempt to find true form-
relevance specific to each design concept. 
What follows is a short overview of these projects exemplifying there principles on different scales
Design Armature: An Interior
The concept of the Allcom Telecom Project is based on the notion of extending an urban fabric with its 
implicit social functions into the interior of a shop outlet. The primary design concern here is the in-
vestigation of the direct relationship between the urban and the commercial interior; between what is 
experienced as a public outside and a commercial inside. 
With the design of the interior, a programmed skin was deployed omitting the explicit difference be-
tween floor, wall and ceiling. The shop window, as a dividing volume between inside and outside, is con-
ceptually wrapped, tracing the interior volume of the shop as the urban space folds back onto itself. 
To provide a total selection of functions, the shop is divided in strips with specific widths providing linear 
areas where the skin can perform differently. Within these areas the skin is designed, accommodating 
different thicknesses. Within these thicknesses program is allocated. When program has to extrude 
from these surfaces (to accommodate tables and chairs for example) the surface is peeled away leav-
ing a mark or memory in the original skin. When program requires flexible positioning within the shop 
(to accommodate display shelves for example), sections of the skin can slide outwards revealing the 
skin’s thickness.
Note; continuity deployed as a conceptual strategy; lines curate space, slicing a surface
Right; Allcom mobile and multi media outlet shop, 2000
As embedded practitioner at Architecture Project (1999 - 2002)14
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Design Armature: A Master Plan
The concept of the Cruise Terminal, a transport hub, is based on the flow of people (negotiated through 
drawing) within the complexity of a co-existence of two separate environments; the public (mixed re-
tail) and private (customs) domain.  Both the commercial development and the cruise & ferry terminal 
development claim the Valletta waterfront; the private side of the Cruise and Ferry terminal (custom 
zones) and the public side as the Commercial Waterfront Development (mixed retail), are placed all 
along the same quay.
One of the main considerations in this project is the consolidation of an interface between public and 
private program. Both programs are deployed onto one site on the Valletta waterfront. The nature of 
both programs dictates an uninterrupted state in which the interior and exterior spaces are organized. 
This concept of un-interrupted-ness stands at the basis of the design of two interwoven urban trajecto-
ries; first studied through drawing and subsequently modeled to observe complex yet accommodating 
spaces.
Now partially built, this perpetual negotiation between public and private spaces along the Valletta wa-
terfront is materialized in a meandering landscape of concrete and stone bridges, buildings, fractures, 
slopes and terraces…
Right; Valletta Water front development 
Cruise and Ferry Terminal within a commercial development, 1999 - ongoing)
As embedded practitioner at Architecture Project (1999 - 2002)
Form provokes Function     
Drafted pedestrian routes are constructed as a built-scape of pathways, provoking different program-
matic arrangements, blurring the distinction between path, belvedere, roof, floor, bridge, interior and 
exterior, accommodating a very private operation, such as a cruise operation, to be taken in by the 
general public.
The speed by which people are designated to move along these pathways, onto roofs and bridges is 
transferred onto the widths of the trace.  Public pathways widen as they accommodate urban destina-
tion spaces, private pathways narrow to articulate transit such as accommodating a security check. The 
process drawing negotiates the implicit flows of the site introducing the orchestration and redirection of 
flows based on the notion that both public and private spaces are continuous and interlinked. 
Note; continuity deployed as a conceptual strategy; lines are ‘informed lines’ led by data concerning pedestrian 
flows
Concept, Process than Form
16
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Concept, Process through Form
A shift towards the intuitive
Working for Ken Yeang, as embedded practitioner (First as deputy Design Director, later as Design Di-
rector) and subject to a speed in which quality design needed to be produced to enable a company like 
T.R.Hamzah & Yeang to survive on a niche corporate level in Malaysia stands at the basis of a major 
shift in my practice.  
The rate in which design needed to be ‘whacked out’ in multiple options was testing capability margins 
and stamina to say the least, but more importantly, redefines the process that was needed to remain 
on the forefront of a discipline’s specialty.  Pressure forced intuitive processes to take a strong over-
hand, allowing a formal, more shape driven methodology to develop simultaneously with a process of 
conceptualization.  
My primary architectural educational environment (St-Lucas Brussels, Belgium) swore by strong con-
ceptual thinking preceding any formal engagement.  Form was almost a deliberate afterthought.  It was 
not something that was discussed besides the assumed fact that strong concepts seemed to naturally 
create strong form.  Shaping was a dirty word and never a focus for discussion.  Form was a result, pos-
sibly a nice result.  Flemish architecture (referred to as ‘De Nieuwe Eenvoud’ (Francis Strauven); ‘the 
new minimalism’) describes very sober, no-nonsense, minimal architecture, void of exuberant formal 
explorations.  This movement developed around central Europe (Ref. ‚Die neue Einfachkei’t in Germany 
and ‚Essentialisme’ in Switzerland) and is rooted in the economical and ideological crisis of the 70ies.
This conceptual approach to design discourse, rooted in my architectural education, developed further 
in my work as a practitioner with Architecture Project in Malta (1999 – 2002). Early projects such as 
the Cruise passenger terminal and Allcom  are products of a persistence in conceptual development and 
narrative strategized to deliberately stay away from formal strategies in an attempt to find ‘true form-
relevance’ specific to each design concept. This inevitably fails to acknowledge the very act of design. 
Three years in my practice I arrived in South East Asia where I was thus confronted with a professional 
environment driven by an extremely competitive economical climate forcing design led architecture and 
urban design to be negotiated in/through minimum time frames.  This coincides with one of the early 
GRC presentation at RMIT. 
Architectural practice, encompassing ecological design through signature buildings, was formatted to 
identify and produce what was referred to as ‘sexy drawings’ exemplifying the ‘strong, elegant hand’ of 
the architect. With a concept design time frame much shorter than what I experienced in Europe, the 
need for new design strategies accommodating this initiated a discourse with a predominant focus on 
intuitive design strategies. This intuitive form finding process however was constantly mapped against 
an ecological and technological agenda.
The previously long reflective and conceptual process leading up to a physical reality developed into 
a consciousness for form, shape and lines subject to a process of refinement towards a discourse of 
coinciding analysis and intuition. 
Note; a shift towards the intuitive redefined to a certain extend the role of the process drawing from a conceptual to 
a formal tool without excluding the previous
18

Programmed geometry
Skin Geometry became a very important investigation in design process that is predominately based 
on an intuitive hand and process drawings.
The Asian Olympic Council headquarters project, questions such as, urban continuity in to large scale 
developments and DNA of the buildings.  How do you make the base development speak of its sur-
roundings and his towers of its base?  Continuity between urbanity, architecture into its skin and the 
interior.
Ecological principles and volumetric performance through form
Whilst conceptualizing and shaping projects with Dr. Ken Yeang in his Kuala Lumpur and London prac-
tice, the continuity principle developed a new meaning informed by ecological values and principles.
Whilst conceptualizing and shaping projects with Dr. Ken Yeang in his Kuala Lumpur and London prac-
tice, the continuity principle developed a new meaning informed by ecological values and principles. 
Firstly principles such as continuation of vegetation (ecological continuity principles that inform the ur-
ban figure grounds.), Secondly the interface between the context and large scale developments (social 
continuity) and thirdly skin performance, skin geometry and skin program. 
In the Asian Olympic Council (AOC) project in Kuwait, this is studied on two scales; Volumetric 
conceptualization: the relationship between the commercial development and its surroundings and 
secondly the programming of the façade thickness of the two towers and the base.  
These sustainable principles, explored through form, are studied on a micro scale (within thickness of 
the façade) and macro scale (the relationship between the volume and its context).
The roof-scape appropriates a relationship between the ground, base and towers. 
The form of this development negotiates the relationship between building and the ground by sloping 
up the ground to accommodate a bulk commercial program.  By doing that, it takes the soil, with its 
related human activity, onto its roof-scape. (i.e. Social continuity and Ecological continuity).
A linearly curled up volumetric movement forms the central void accommodating ventilation and al-
lowing daylight to penetrate into the commercial zones and underground car parking. 
 
Continuing the movement of the ground into the base, the towers erect, taking the DNA of the base-
formation with it. (i.e. Formal continuity)  This starts a design process that allows cross-programming 
and unlocks new spatial and programmatic possibilities.  The geometry of the towers and base refine 
themselves through the thickness of their skin with social spaces, balconies and sky gardens served 
by mixed mode ventilation and cooling systems.
Right; Asian Olympic Council offices and Investment Project, Kuwait City, Kuwait
A retail base development with two towers (Office tower and Hilton hotel tower)
As embedded practitioner at T. R. Hamzah & Yeang, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 20
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Skin Performance
I specifically use the term skin as I do not want to relate only to the notion of the façade, but more 
elaborately describe elevations which include roofs, floors and interiors. 
Allcom’s skin (as previously described) does not operate in the conventional sense; as a separator be-
tween internal and external conditions, but operates conceptually, extending the urban fabric into the 
private commercial space defining floor, wall and ceiling with all necessary related programs embedded 
within its thickness.  This thickness deploys itself as storage, display furniture or to hold the human 
figure. These programs are allocated as a property to the skin and define the shape and nature of the 
space.  
With the waterfront project in Valletta (as previously described) the traced walkways accommodate 
program resulting in a three dimensional stone landscape of walkways, slopes, roofs and underneath 
spaces. With AOC this landscape grows to an urban scale accommodating low rise to high rise archi-
tecture.
    
The skin substantiates itself to be more than just a cladding to a commercial floor plate protecting an 
internal climate from the external conditions; it becomes an actor in itself.  A volume with a geometry 
and an identity serving the essential program of the development (for example a commercially defined 
office floor plate extruded into a tower) with light, views, breakout and social spaces, meeting rooms, 
reception areas and other social oriented spaces extracted from the main office floor plate.  
With this new found independence, the skin develops its geometry in negotiation with program, and 
ultimately negotiates its form and texture in relation to its context.
When the skin substantiates itself into a space, I name the autonomous skin-volume the Peripheral 
building.
Right; Geneva Luxury Shopping center
As embedded practitioner at Llewelyn Davies Yeang, London, UK22
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The Peripheral Building
The type of building I and thus the performance of the skin changed as I moved to London to set up a 
design unit for Ken Yeang at Llewellyn Davies Yeang (LDY).  At LDY I mainly worked on hyper functional 
buildings such as hospitals, laboratories and commercial office towers.  These projects are designed in 
collaboration with clinical planners, lab planners or market analysts with very strict requirements and 
architectural modules resulting in very dull and unsatisfying and spatially unresolved volumes.
It was here that the skin performance gained a new meaning.
As a survival mode, I redefined the design site.  That allowed me to negotiate design and collect pro-
gram that found relevance in spatial design intend. In the Great Ormand Street Hospital project the col-
lected - mainly social - program is extruded out of the building at the perimeter of the building envelope 
interfacing with the city.  I named this collected program the peripheral building
Skin Geometry and program
The peripheral building defines zones of design intensity; more specifically attempts to extrude social 
and other peripheral program from its hyper functional counter part into the façade where they unite 
and form a parasite onto the functional box.
Social skin
In GOSH Hospital the design intensity is focused on the creation of an environment for patients and 
staff that interfaces well with its main clinical aspects and provides a comforting and human counter-
part within the thickness of the façade –literally extruded out of the clinical box.  The extruded façade 
hosts a range of programs such as waiting rooms, hospital room extensions, restaurant, staff quarters, 
offices, and adjusts its skin geometry accordingly
Ecological skin
Within the skin’s thickness and geometry there are mixed mode cooling and heating systems concep-
tualized and ventilation flues designed serving both the peripheral building as its main functional core. 
Continuous skin
The extruded peripheral building as the interface between the city with its inhabitants and a serving 
medical institute not only allows its visitors to take refuge in the façade away from its clinical environ-
ment with views into the city fabric, but acts as a fragmented skin communicating a presence to the 
city.  Within the design development, there is an alternating design process of internal programmatic 
negotiations and an external elevation towards the city.   
24
The peripheral building: Extruded glass areas
The Peripheral Building: Geometrized extruded facade
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Right; student work from Interior Architecture and Design, Canterbury School of Architecture
Left; INTERFACE, An exhibition at the Milan Furniture Fair, Zona Tortona, Milan, Italy; A collaboration between 
Architecture Project and Canterbury School of Architecture
The performance of drawing; a conclusion
The process drawing is defined as a constant meandering between the consciousness or hunch towards 
an object and the concept of understanding or rationalizing that object. This falls back to a search for 
form submitting to critical reflection including both intuition and analysis. 
With Process Drawing, this reflection initially comes from an ideal conception as opposed to a prag-
matic idea. In such a way that during the design discourse a functional brief is replaced by a series of 
self-inflicted design instructions moving the mind further and further away from ‘the familiar’. For a 
brief moment, the ideal exists only in the drawing, the model, or any other artifact produced, free from 
concept, free from pragmatic application yet aiming towards the discovery of a new program or new 
application.
The Process Drawing defines space through the notion of boundaries, space as geometry, space as 
measurement, as depth, as a field accommodating tension and force.
With my current practice as Partner of Architecture Project (an international Architecture Practice with 
offices in London, Valletta and Split) and as Design Unit leader at Canterbury School of Architecture for 
stage 2 Interior Architecture & Design the Process drawing is developed as research/design tool and 
didactic tool in the set-up of project briefs.
The process drawing as a didactic tool
The Process drawing is developed as research/design tool nurturing a critical ability within my discipline 
but also didactic tool in the set-up of project briefs and teaching at university.  
The critical ability of the students is nurtured through a haptic and intuitive approach of making and 
designing that then turn on itself in an analytical discourse about intermediate products.  
26

Views of the exhibition of the concept 
of Continuity, Process and Intuition
An exhibition
For this exhibition and public examination I present my conclusion in the form of a work table exempli-
fying the research with work from the past two weeks on one project revealing the discourse of trans-
formation and moments of decision-making in the design process.  The table is back lit to reveal the 
layering in the drawings and models.  The drawers at the base of the table contain samples of body of 
work from the past 10 years.  
   
28
Process Drawings and models presented on the back lit table exemplifying moments of decision making 
in the design process.  A layered physical model exploring geometric and programmatic continuity.
The back-lit table with closed drawers
The context and texture of the site and program is explored through process drawings and models 
negotiating the process of transformation.  In these drawings and models, concept and program are 
explored through form.
Left, right; views of the exhibition drawings
30
A sequence of drawings is pre-
sented on the back-lit table 
that exemplifies not only the 
process of exploring the site 
and program through contex-
ture drawings (process draw-
ings) but also exemplifies how 
one drawing leads to another 
with a design intend and pro-
posal arising out of the draw-
ing
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In short about myself;
I have a curriculum of work investigating aspects of urban densification and bioclimatic design. Worked for several architectural 
companies in Europe (such as MoNaRCH, Belgium and Architecture Project, Malta (1999 – 2002)) before moving to South East 
Asia, Malaysia where I worked as Design Director for Dr. Ken Yeang at T.R.Hamzah & Yeang on design and conceptualization of 
bioclimatic skyscrapers, other large-scale developments and master plans.
In 2005 I moved to London as one of the principle design architects to join Ken Yeang in his new London office Llewellyn Davies 
Yeang. 
I teach at Canterbury University College of Creative Arts (UK) and am year convener for the second year of Interior Architecture 
and Design.
 
In April 2007 I’ve founded the architecture practice ‘Architecture Project London’ in London together with Ephraim Joris, David 
Felice, David Drago, Alberto Miceli Farrugia and Konrad Buhagiar.
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